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We have been engalied in the diverse fields

of electro-mechanical technolo$y for almost

two decades with the adoption of

indigineous technolo$y where possible.

We special ize in planningi, designing,

fabricatiog, installing, commissioning,

testing, repairin$ and maintainingi of

electrical and mechanical equipment for

hydro power industries.
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Through our experience, itwas evident that

a modefn, fully equipped workshop for

quality repair of distribution transformers

was a neccessicity to cope with increas_ingly complex technological requirements. In light

of this urgency, NEpAL HYDRO & ELECTRIC (NHE) has established a "TRANSFORMER

,pLANT", equipped with a semi-automatic "HIGH VOUIAGE TEST STAIION", in technical

COIIAbOTAIiON With ASEA BROWN BOVERI NATIONAL TRANSFORMER (ABB NT) A/S Of

Norway.

ABB NT one of the world's leading transformer manufacturing companies, is a member

of ABB Group, Switzerland. With our engineers and technicians well trained in Norway

and Singapore, we are able to perform the best quality jobs with the latest transformer

technology. Under licence from ABB NI the Norwegian Partner, NHE will have the design

and technical capability needed to fabricate modern transformers in the near future.
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Repairing your faulty transformers

represents a viable alternative to the higher

cost and longer lead times associated with

total replacement with a brand new one.

Since a transform er represents a significant

capital investmentwith a life-span of decades,

it is important to consider the initial cost,

maintenance cost and lossess. Higher initial

cost caused by the quality of windin$s and

insulating materials yield lower operating

costs in the long run.

Our engineers uti lize modern design

technology and insulation systerns, providing

you with an 'ENERGY ENGINEERBD'

transformer thatwill reduce your company's

power cost"

Electrical Connection in progress

Cil Filter Plant, 1000 LPH

6 Ton Overhead crane
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TECHNICAL FEATURBS

1. GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS SCOPE

The specifications cover single and three phase, oil immersed and dry natural self-cooled

transformers, suitable for outdoor and indoor use.

Power Rangie:

On 100014001230V
* 1KVA to 250 KVA, Single and three phase, dry type

On 3.3 , 6.6, 11 and 33 KV

* 5 KVA to 500 KVA, Single phase
* 31 KVA to 1000 KVA, Three phase, oil immersed
* Instrument transformers.

STANMAffiMS

All' transformers are repaired and tested

Electrotechnical Commission (lE C-76).

accordance with the International

3. LAII{INAIED STEET CORE

Upon request, iron losses of transformer can be reduced by replacing the core with cold-

rolled steel laminations having low loss characteristics. The core corners are mitred at

an angle of 45.

WINDINGS

Windings are designed to meet three fundamental requirements: mechanical, thermal

and electrical. Both high and low voltage windings are wound with adequate bracing

and securing tapes in order to achieve a strong and self-supportin$ structure.
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Technician busy in making HV Winding



LV'Winding

Finished LV winding
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The [igh voltagie winding is multi-layer cylindrically wound, designed with linear volta$e

distribution characteristics to withstand switchin$ and impulse surges. Necessary cooling

ducts are provided to ensure significant temperature gradient between windin$s and oil.

Thus, any "hot spot" temperature is kept to a minimum. This minimises the rate of

insulation deterioration and achieves high life expectancy.

INSUTATION

The principle components of insulation are prefabricated pressboard sheets and diamond

dotted paper.

IMPREGNATION

The oil used for impregnation complies with IEC-76,ANSI/ASTM D 3487, SS (1986) and

BS 148 (1972).

The UNIVOLT N 53 transformer oil is a refined paraffinic mineral oil having lowviscosity,

high dielectric strength, low volatility and inherently high thermal and oxidation stability.

6.

Oil Storage Tanks



7. DRYING AND VACUUM OIL FILTING

Immediately after the drying process, the transformers are taken for vacuuming to
extract accumulated humidity from the core and coil assembly. Then the transformer is

filled with predried and degassed mineral oil in the vacuum chamber.

The required oil quality is maintained by continuous circulation through the streamline
filter and is confirmed by laboratory testing.

8. PAINT FINISH

All surfaces are thoroughly cleaned by sand blasting, if needed. Internal surfaces are

finished with oil resistant paint. External surfaces are painted with a primer coat followed

by a finishing touch, usually light grey in colour.

9. QUATITY ASSURANCE & TESTING

Quality assurance is crucial to NHE. The quality of the product depends upon the

mechanical and electrical fitness of all its individual components. To ensure this, products

are suljected to continuous quality control at every stalie of manufacture. Finally, the
' rep4ired transformers are tested at the "High Voltage Test Station".

Pump Mist Filter Set

Vacuum Oil Filling
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Routine Tests are conducted on all transformers

following tests:

* Insulation Resistance Test
* Oil Test
* Voltage Ratio and Polarity Test
* Winding Resistance Test
* No load loss and Excitation Current Test
* Load loss and Impedence Volta$e Test

as per IEC -76 and involve the

* Applied Potential Test
* Induced Potential Test

Impulse Test (Special Test)

NHE Transformer Plant is the only place in Nepal wihh a facility for Impulse

(Lightning) Testing.

With this test facility we also test lightning arrestors, circuit breakers and related high

voltage switchgear to meet your project requirement.

View of Test Control Desk

Transformer undergoing Routine Test

Impulse Generator Set




